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Available widths: 
 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”

Available depths: 
30”, 36”

Formaspace FLX is a component welded, steel-framed lab bench that ships knock-down.

This bench is a game-changer for the industry because it was designed & engineered specifically to 

address common challenges in the lab environment, including wire management troughs and routing 

service lines from above or below. Single configuration parts are designed to be universal for ease of use 

and installation. 

The FLX meets these challenges with ease of service routing and three wire management troughs for 

clean wire routing.

A 2nd user can be added with only the addition of a work surface and two legs. The FLX system will help 

reduce cost in both freight and installation while maximizing space & efficiency. Labs with FLX can be 

repurposed and reconfigured quickly & easily. Each user side is height adjustable individually. 



Services and wire management troughs serve as rear spreaders

Electrical cords are hidden via rear  2 x 4 laser cut steel legs

Ease of  routing service lines from above or below

Pass through wire grommets incorporated

Laminate and steel cabinets available - both available in over 100 configurations 

Easily add a 2nd user onto single bench with only an additional worksurface and 2 legs 

Ships KD for freight savings

Works perfectly with overhead service panels

Sides are independently height adjustable

Hanging pedestal files slide easily from left to right with no need to remove or re-hang 

Adjustable shelves

Product Highlights
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FLX 
Back-to-Back Lab Table

Standard accessories include:

8, 12, 16, 24 plug power strips

Electrical, plumbing, and data power raceways 

Plumbing kits

Up to 4 gas types
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Available frame colors:

White Gloss

Black Semi Gloss Gray

Light Gray

RAL 7045

WH-11

BK-266

RAL 7035
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Shelf material available:

HPL, LPL, Phenolic

Available surfaces:

Phenolic

Epoxy

ESD Laminate

High pressure laminate


